Abstract. Directed rough graph is one useful kind of rough graph. This paper makes further properties research on directed rough graph. Rough network is presented which is a special kind of directed rough graph. Furthermore, by using representation form of directed rough graph, representation form of rough network is given, which makes foundation for real computation.
Introduction
Since rough graph theory was presented in 2006 [1] , researchers have done many further theory researches on it [2, 3] and extend it from different perspectives [4] [5] [6] . Moreover, in the real life, several kinds of rough problems have been solved successfully by using rough graph theory [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In reference [4] , directed rough graph is gotten by enduing the edges of rough graph with direction attribute. In order to apply directed rough graph in more rough problems, in this paper, we make further properties research on it. The properties of directed rough graph are discussed through conception of class reachable. Furthermore, rough network is a special kind of directed rough graph, by using representation form of directed rough graph, representation form of rough network is also given. 
Conceptions and Properties of Directed Rough Graph

Definition 1. Given universe graph ( , )
the minimum and maximum upper approximate class in degree and upper approximate class out degree, respectively, of vertex in D .
From above definitions, the following proposition is obviously right. 
Every concept in rough graph can be extended to directed rough graph. However, some concepts which are related to direction only can exist in directed rough graph. 
Rough Network and its Representation Forms
Definition 12. Given directed rough graph ( , ) 
Assumption In the following discussion, if supposed the arc which takes i v as tail and j v as head has positive direction, then the arc which takes i v as head and j v as tail has negative direction. Vice versa. Rough network is a special kind of directed rough graph, based on the definitions of adjacency matrix and edge list of rough graph [3] and adjacency matrix and arc list of directed rough graph, in the following paragraph we will give representation forms of rough network, which are weight matrix and weight list.
Definition 20. For rough network ( , , )
, which is called weight matrix of N , where, when According to real necessity, 1 2 , L L in above definition can be not given or equal to 0 ,  or  , 1 2 , K K can take the value of  or  .
Given rough network ( , , ) Table 1 shows weight list of rough network. Table 1 . Weight list of rough network.
Where, the first row shows serial number of tail vertices, the second shows serial number of head vertices. In the third row, L in above definition can not be given or equal to 0 ,  or  , 1 K , 2 K can take the value of  or  .
Conclusion
Directed rough graph is constructed by enduing the edges of rough graph with direction attribute. In order to solve rough problems by using directed rough graph, we make further properties research on it. Moreover, the conceptions and representation form of rough network are also presented so that directed rough graph can be applied in more rough problems. In the future, we will do further algorithm research on directed rough graph.
